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ABSTRACT Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are broadly applied for various applications in tracking and
surveillance due to their ease of use and other distinctive characteristics compelled by real-time cooperation
among the sensor nodes. InWSNs, security is becoming a critical issue, as the techniques for malicious node
detection adopt a one-time, centralized decision-making approach. With this paradigm, errors are difficult
to avoid, and reproducibility and traceability are challenging. Hence, malicious node discovery technologies
in conventional WSNs cannot assure traceability and fairness of the detection method. Herein, this paper
discusses an in-depth survey of a blockchain-based approach for malicious node detection, an exhaustive
examination of the integration of blockchain techniques with WSNs (BWSN), and insights into this novel
concept. This survey discusses the architecture, sector-wise applications, and uses of BWSN. Moreover,
this survey describes malicious node detection based on BWSN in two parts: 1) the BWSN architecture for
detecting the malicious nodes and 2) the smart contract aspects in malicious node detection. Next, this survey
explains the contributions of blockchain for WSN data management, which involves online information
aggregation and may include auditing, event logs, and storage for information analysis and offline query
processing. This survey first presents the conventional WSN solutions then the blockchain-based WSN
solutions for data management. Additionally, this survey discusses the contributions of blockchain for WSN
security management. It first examines the centralized WSN models for security problems, followed by a
discussion of the blockchain-basedWSN solutions for security management, such as offering access control,
preserving information integrity, guaranteeing privacy, and ensuring WSNs’ node longevity.

INDEX TERMS Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), blockchain technology, malicious node detection,
network security management, distributed consensus algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are generally composed
of dispersed micro-devices (termed sensors), which may be
embedded and possess simple or various sensing capabili-
ties. These networks are widely used in various areas such
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as smart homes, military and industrial applications due to
their wide range of coverage areas support, massive precision
monitoring, remote monitoring, fast stabilization, high fault
tolerance and ease of use and unique characteristics including
self-organization [1].

However, sensor nodes are inherently limited, as they
can only permit limited energy, processing capability, trans-
mission range, and memory on board. Moreover, as a
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consequence of these limitations, sensor nodes are vulnera-
ble to compromise. Risks facing WSN security often arise
from outside and inside the network, in which the proper
network nodes are compromised and sometimes forced to
act as malicious nodes. The ability to detect, contain, and
purge in-network malicious nodes in good time is an equally
essential concern for WSN security. Resolving the issues
related to security has had a profound impact on the design
and development trends of WSNs and has attracted wide
attention in the literature.

Furthermore, various mechanisms for malicious nodes
detection in wireless sensor networks have been proposed.
For instance, Min and Ranxin [1] introduced a technique
to detect Malicious node Detection using a Triangle Mod-
ule fusion Operator (MDTMO), which can check selective
forward attacks. This common network attack makes nodes
discard all or certain data packets selectively so that the clus-
ter head and base station cannot receive the full monitoring
data. The MDTMO technique establishes packet loss send-
receive and receive-forward membership functions based on
the information packets sent to a node, obtained by the node,
and forwarded by the same node. It then uses the triangle
module fusion technique on the membership functions to
detect a potentially malicious device. The base station (BS)
device is alerted of the potentially compromised node, detects
its channel and buffer occupancy, and tries to assess if the
packet drops are due to network congestion. Suppose the
WSN quality is better than the result in such congestion and
data loss. In that case, it is regarded that the packets loss
comes from a selective forward attack rather than jamming,
and the device is labelled malicious.

Kimura et al. [2] proposed a method that detects malicious
nodes via the collaboration of honest nodes to separate the
detected malicious nodes via an inter-node vote logically.
This approach is especially applicable in WSNs deployed
inaccessible spaces prone to physical tampering rather than
remote penetration. Often, attackers will attempt to steal
encryption information or inject malicious sensor nodes into
the network physically in these scenarios. Hence, there is no
guarantee that encryption information is always protected,
requiring the need for a malicious node detection approach
that does not rely on encryption information.

Jaint et al. [3] also studied a common technique for mali-
cious node detection – the weighted trust method – in a
WSN containing sensing nodes (SN), cluster heads (CH),
and forward nodes (FN) along with a BS. In the weighted
trust approach, each sensor node is assigned a weight corre-
sponding to the amount of trust associated, actively evaluated
based on the node behaviour. In principle, the trust weight
decreases every time the node presents false information and
is then labelled malicious once the trust weight falls below a
threshold. In the study, the data obtained by the sensor node
were sent to CH; All CHs send the data to an FN, which
sends it to the BS. The authors considered two situations,
one with a single cluster head exclusive of a grid and another
with a non-overlapping grid and numerous cluster heads.

They found the weighted trust approach to be more rapid in
the latter scenario. While similar malicious nodes detection
approaches offer a practical resolution to the malicious node
detection problem in WSN, none provides a mechanism to
store the execution process of malicious nodes detection or
to store the original node data for accurate traceability in
the future. The emergence of smart contracts and blockchain
techniques gives a novel route for detecting malicious devices
in WSNs.

In addition, Blockchain permits peer-to-peer communi-
cation more quickly with the aid of a distributed ledger.
Here, the distributed ledger is tamper-proof, which does
not allow misinterpretation or wrong authentications. Fur-
thermore, blockchain permits WSNs to execute transactions
among the devices in cooperation and improves the confi-
dentiality and trustworthiness of WSN data, making it more
reliable. A smart contract can execute predefined processes
when observed irregular behaviour or limit conditions are
activated and organize complete process information into
information blocks that can be tracked and proven. With the
integration of blockchain in WSN, the data flow is safer and
more trustworthy. Hence, in BWSNs, network harassment by
malicious nodes cannot only be controlled, the traceability
and transparency of the detection process can also be guaran-
teed. This two-fold advantage of BWSNs – data provenance
and malicious node detection accuracy – forms the core of
this work. Sidhu, Sapra and Dhaliwal, Rashid and Siddique
provide more information on blockchain and smart contracts
in WSN malicious node detection [4]–[6].

WSNs are inherently resource-constrained and lack the
requirements for blockchain applications and smart con-
tracts [7]. To this end, Ellul and Pace [8] outlined a reference
design architecture and implementation of a split virtual
machine for WSNs, where the computationally intensive
operations in accessing the blockchain systems are offloaded
to unconstrained nodes. Concerning the resource constraints
in the Internet of things (IoT) networks, Pan et al. [9] pro-
posed a blockchain-based edge chain framework in which
unconstrained edge servers provide resource-constrained
devices. The edge cloud resource pool is associated with each
IoT device account and resource usage, and smart contracts
are employed to organize resource access based on prior-
ity and past behaviour of the nodes. These research thrusts
suggest that blockchain is gaining ground as a candidate
technology for future WSNs.

However, there are other various blockchain-powered
WSN solutions in the literature. For instance, Islam and
Kundu [10] proposed a smart contract using blockchain to
offer data security and personal privacy in a short-term home
leasing scenario. Kang et al. [11] presented a blockchain and
smart contract option for renewable power trading to execute
transactions without third-party intervention. Using a smart
contract framework, Zhang et al. [12] introduced an access
control policy, including static access right validation based
on predefined rules and behaviour-based access right evalua-
tion, to achieve network security.
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Therefore, this survey presents an analysis of BWSN in
literature and a theoretical preamble on blockchain andWSN.
Next, we present a detailed examination of the ability to
integrate WSNs into the blockchain. Further to this, we offer
an insightful view of the technological challenges restraining
the application of BWSN. The main contributions are as
follows:

1) This survey first discusses the introduction and appli-
cations of WSN, the classification of sensor nodes, and
the numerous challenges related to energy, communi-
cation and routing, security, availability, operating sys-
tem, hardware and software limitations, MAC Layer,
and time synchronization issues.

2) Next, this survey presents an overview, the most impor-
tant features, security analysis, and the various applica-
tions of the blockchain technique.

3) The focal point of this paper concentrates on the
integration of blockchain with WSN (BWSN). This
survey discusses the architecture, sector-wise applica-
tions, and uses of BWSN.

4) Moreover, this survey describes malicious node detec-
tion based on BWSN in two parts: 1) the BWSN archi-
tecture for detecting the malicious nodes and 2) the
smart contract aspects in malicious node detection.

5) Next, this survey explains the contributions of
blockchain for WSN data management, which involves
online information aggregation and may include audit-
ing, event logs, and storage for information analysis
and offline query processing. This survey first presents
the conventional WSN solutions then the blockchain-
based WSN solutions for data management.

6) Additionally, this survey discusses the contributions
of blockchain for WSN security management. It first
examines the centralized WSN models for security
problems, followed by a discussion of the blockchain-
based WSN solutions for security management, such
as offering access control, preserving information
integrity, guaranteeing privacy, and ensuring WSNs’
node longevity.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents a general overview of wireless sen-
sor networks and blockchain techniques. The integra-
tion of blockchain with WSN is described in Section 3.
Section 4 offers the malicious node detection method using
BWSN, while the contributions of blockchain for WSN Data
management are explained in Section 5. Section 6 intro-
duces the contributions of blockchain for WSN security
management. Section 7 provides a comparison with pre-
viously published works. Section 8 describes the lessons
learned from the survey, and finally, the paper is concluded
in Section 9.

II. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS AND BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNIQUES
This section explains overview of WSN, Classifications
of Wireless Sensor Nodes, WSN Challenges, Overview of

blockchain techniques, Important blockchain Features, and
blockchain security analysis

A. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
Modern-day sensors are ubiquitous; our daily lives are con-
sumed with sensor-based applications in cars, cell phones,
computers, electrical gadgets, factories, machines, wrist-
watches, and even in the human body. WSNs are generally
summarized as a network of nodes that sense information
jointly and, in general, allow interactions with remote com-
puting devices, persons, and the nearby environment [13],
as shown Fig. 1 shows the WSN architecture.

FIGURE 1. A typical WSN architecture.

In WSNs, all nodes are equipped with sensors to sense
physical phenomena, such as temperature, light, pressure,
humidity, and so on [14], to process information and then
send them to a sink or base station for more processing
and analyses. WSNs can be heterogeneous and may have
thousands of tiny sensor nodes [15]. A single node usually
contains extremely low processing, storage, and broadcasting
capability [16]–[19]. Despite these limited features, these
nodes are utilized within numerous commercial and military
applications; their initial development was promoted in mili-
tary applications for surveillance in battle zones.

Research on wireless sensor networks dates back to the
1980s when the United States Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DRPA) initiated theDistributed SensorNet-
work (DSN) program for theUSmilitary [20]. The distributed
sensor network was anticipated to contain inexpensive coop-
erating nodes and achieve autonomous control [21]; however,
technologywas not as advanced as it was presumed to be [22].
Sensors were quite large (i.e. more massive than a shoebox),
and their application was insufficient for several potential
applications [23], [24]. However, the growth and progression
in processing, micro-electro-mechanical, and transmission
technologies have contributed to a significant shift in WSN
research since then, bringing it closer to its pioneer vision.

The trend for WSN research improved in 1998 and
incited the interest of scientists with worldwide participation.
WSN research focused on network data processing and net-
work technologies appropriate for the ad-hoc environment
and highly dynamic sensor nodes at the beginning of this
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trend. Moreover, advancements in technology included the
decreased size of sensor nodes and reduced costs, promoting
the emergence of numerous civil applications as vehicular
sensor networks, environment monitoring, and body sen-
sors [25], [26]. Today, the utilization of WSNs can be promi-
nently observed within the industrial automation sector, with
almost 24 million wireless sensors and actuators around the
globe.

For numerous applications, the location data of the nodes
must be known. Since this data is not necessarily obtainable,
there is great interest in methods for assessing the locations of
individual nodes. The accuracy and computational complex-
ity of such ‘‘localization’’ algorithms is still a major problem.
But, there are cases where the nodes are located in one of
some pre-determined conditions. In those cases, calculating
the relative positions of the nodes relative to each other
may be enough to decide their true positions. Yan et al. [27]
proposed the energy-efficient node stabilization algorithm in
optical WSN. Furthermore, Yan et al. [28] proposed a low
energy PSO-based node positioning on the optical WSN.

In the next subsection, the WSN is first discussed briefly,
and subsection 2.1.2 summarizes the challenges associated
with WSNs.

1) CLASSIFICATIONS OF WIRELESS SENSOR NODES
Table 1 displays the classification of someWSN sensor nodes
based on application.

2) WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK CHALLENGES
The challenges of wireless sensor networks are briefly dis-
cussed as follows:

A. Energy
Sensors require some energy or power reserves to execute

different operations when needed. Energy management is a
principal issue inWSN [31], [32]. Nodes are usually operated
with an attached battery, which has a limited capacity. This
power is exhausted by sensing, collecting, processing, and
broadcasting information to the sink node. The bulk part
of energy utilization is generally due to transmission rather
than instruction processing. On average, 3,000 instructions
can be processed with a similar energy cost of transmitting
a single bit over 100 m with radio. In addition, sensors
are required to be active for sink node registration or BSs
queries. During this time, nodes do not perform any valuable
tasks while the energy used up is wasted. Hence, the energy
available is expended during transmission, reception, and idle
operation [33].

B. Communication and Routing
Determining a communication route to the BS from each

sensor node is a challenging part of the network design. The
objective generally is to keep the nodes alive for an extended
period. Mostly, the nodes only support small coverage for
communication; therefore, intermediary forwarding nodes
are employed. The deployment strategy and routing protocols
directly affect the communication profile and the overall
performance of the WSN. WSN is dissimilar from traditional

TABLE 1. Classification of sensor nodes.

routing in other networks in different ways: nodes in WSNs
operate wirelessly. Hence, there is no wired infrastructure,
and wireless media is generally less reliable than wired media
routing. WSN nodes typically pass information hop-by-hop
to sink, directly to the base station, or using cluster heads
when some local organization into cluster cells is employed.

C. Security
Security is another crucial issue in WSN. WSNs’ data

travel wirelessly through the air, and thesewireless signals are
open to everyone, allowing anyone to monitor and participate
in the communication even without invitation [34]. Mostly,
WSN nodes operate in the Independent Side Band (ISB) that
is license-free. Thus, security is critical in commercial and
military applications to prevent malicious attacks like unau-
thorized access and denial of service DoS attacks. Security
requirements for WSNs can be categorized as follows:
• Information confidentiality: Confidentiality refers to an
assurance of legal access to information. A major secu-
rity issue in the wireless operated network is that the
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radio spectrum is an open medium [35] and can be easily
monitored by anyone [36]. For instance, an attacker can
sniff and interfere with the transmitted packet. The stan-
dard approach is to transmit all data only after encryption
with a secret key that only intended receivers possess to
maintain data confidentiality.

• Information authenticity: Moreover, a novel, misleading
packet can be injected into the communication between
nodes by an attacker if he somehow attains knowl-
edge of the packet format in the WSN protocol
stack. The injected packet then carries misleading
or incorrect information. Surveillance, tracking, and
environment monitoring applications can be hijacked
by such injected incorrect information. To over-
come this, standard approaches can be adopted to
maintain data authenticity using message authentica-
tion codes, signatures, secret keys, and broadcasting
authentication.

• Information integrity: Owing to the instability of wire-
less channels transmission, errors are inherent in WSNs.
Information travelling in electromagnetic media can be
changed due to signal fading, signal reflection, signal
diffraction, scattering, and various kinds of noise, requir-
ing re-transmissions. A high number of re-transmissions
can be very expensive in terms of energy expenditure in
the WSN. Data integrity can be ensured using message
integrity codes.

D. Availability
The sustained lifetime of sensor nodes is essential, espe-

cially in critical applications. Expending energy for excess
or unnecessary communication and computation runs down
the battery power sensor nodes early on. To guarantee the
availability of nodes, energy-efficient routing algorithms and
protocols are essential.

E. Operating System (OS)
As sensor nodes have a limited amount of memory, imple-

menting power and small dimensions, the sensor node operat-
ing system must provide essential resource management and
memory management. It should be less complicated com-
pared to traditional OS. Mantis OS, Nano-Q, and TinyOS are
specifically configured for wireless sensor networks. How-
ever, enhancements are crucial to accommodate the trends in
the WSN design paradigm.

F. Hardware and software issue
As sensor devices are limited in size with bounded mem-

ory space, the power and speed of executing program
instructions are a problem for WSNs. Generally, the sen-
sor device contains a sensor, microcontroller, power backup,
and transceiver. The sensor gathers then broadcasts informa-
tion to a microcontroller for processing. The microcontroller
executes program instructions and broadcasts the collected
data to the sink device through the transceiver. The micro-
controller oversees the WSN protocols for communication
and computation. Utilizing flash memory devices is recom-
mended since flash memory is quick and cheap. To protect

the microcontroller power, sensor nodes must run in three
conditions: idle, active, and sleep modes.

G. MAC Layer Issue
In a wireless sensor network, much of the energy wastage

occurs at the MAC layer due to collision, empty hearing
packet overhead, and busty traffic. Idle nodes exhaust 50 to
100% of their power for receiving packets. The Sensor-MAC
periodic hearing and rest protocol is proposed to defeat this
issue. In this protocol, nodes are free to select their hearing
and rest schedule, and the duty cycle is pruned to be active
when essential. Nodes listen for data within a period, and if
nothing is received, they select a schedule then send synchro-
nization information to the BS. Other MAC protocols include
Timeout MAC, Dynamic sensor MAC, and Traffic-Adaptive
MAC, each adhering to a different protocol and having its
pros and cons.

H. Time Synchronization
Sensor nodes in the field are controlled independently.

Any time their local clocks are not coordinated with other
nodes, ambiguity and uncertainty of the sensed information
can result [37].

B. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNIQUES
In this section, blockchain techniques are introduced briefly,
and the most important features of blockchain are summa-
rized. Furthermore, the security analysis in blockchain tech-
niques and the categories based on their applications are
presented.

1) OVERVIEW OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNIQUES
Blockchain is a protected and distributed ledger that eases
storing and tracing resources independent of a centralized
third party authority [38]. Blockchain permits two parties
to transmit and interchange messages in a peer-to-peer net-
work [39] without the need for a sole trusted authority.
It is verifiably safe against an attacker who attempts to mis-
manage the scheme and compromise the centralized con-
troller [40], [41]. Resources can be either tangible (e.g. cars,
money) or intangible (e.g. copyrights). In general, anything
that contains a value can leverage a blockchain network to
decrease its risks and safety hazards and decrease the cost of
safety-related supervision [42], [43].

Blockchain technology has attracted much attention from
industry and academia [44], [45], which began with Bitcoin,
a cryptocurrency. Bitcoin garnered 180 billion dollars capi-
talization in 2018 [46], [47]. In 2016, in the Gartner report,
blockchain technology attracted a billion dollars in enterprise
and research investment, which is anticipated to increase
shortly. The technique, at present, is used in numerous,
common applications and steers the research in networking
applications, such as the Internet of Things (IoT) [48]–[55],
healthcare [56], [57], and cloud storage [58], [59]. Usually,
blockchain technology proves its potential in any application
that requires a centralized ledger [60]. A feasible instance that
employs blockchain is the data network of Interbank and JP
Morgan that provides quick, protected, and low-priced global
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expenses [61]. Also, IBM and supply chain systems currently
evaluate their services capability using blockchain [62].

Potential blockchain applications inWSN include network
supervision and authentication [63], security, privacy [64],
confidentiality, provenance, and integrity. At present, these
services are offered by a third-party broker or some less-
effective non-distributed method. Blockchain technology
can assure safety, which solves numerous conventional
challenges as it provides an entirely distributed and ver-
ifiably authentic solution with consensus resolution [65].
Fig. 2 exemplifies the dissimilarities between the blockchain-
based and conventional approaches to access control man-
agement [66]. A similar model could be applied to the other
services in the WSN.

FIGURE 2. Differences between the blockchain-based and traditional
centralized access management.

2) IMPORTANT BLOCKCHAIN FEATURES
The main features contributing to the compatibility and bene-
fits of the blockchain technique in most application scenarios
are shown in Table 2.

3) BLOCKCHAIN SECURITY ANALYSIS
Blockchain has also attracted research attention in decentral-
ized networks due to its efficient anti-tampering feature; yet,
it still shows vulnerabilities [70]. Common safety risks to
blockchain are shown in Table 3.

Like WSN, the blockchain technique has broad applica-
tions in various areas, including verification, recognition,
financial transactions, physical asset keys, intangible assets,
and private and public records [85].

III. INTEGRATION OF BLOCKCHAIN WITH WSN
This section discusses the integration blockchain with
WSN (BWSN) and its architecture, also explains the appli-
cations of BWSN.

A. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
ARCHITECTURE
There are a rising number of instances of WSN and, thus,
an increase in its chances of containing a higher amount of
communicating nodes. This increased quantity of devices will
lead to greater communication between devices, creating a
wireless network. However, many difficulties would arise if

TABLE 2. Important features of blockchain.

this occurs since, inWSNs, the gathered information is gener-
ally stored in a central server. If the nodes desire to use some
data in some other nodes, based on the centralized network
structure, the information flow will occur through the central
server. This execution flow is represented in Fig. 3. The
rising needs of WSN and applications depict the bourgeon-
ing WSN as a large-scale system for which the centralized
server approach will not be practical. Blockchain technology
provides a superior solution to the challenges faced by WSN.

Many WSNs are built on the idea of forwarding informa-
tion to a centralized server. The sensor nodes gather the data
from the monitored environment and send the information
broadcast to the central server through a wireless network.
Similarly, large-scale WSNs need to gather information from
the different sensor nodes. However, the processing power
of available the wireless network’s infrastructure may not be
effective. For managing a huge amount of information on
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TABLE 3. Blockchain security analysis.

FIGURE 3. Centralized, decentralized, and distributed WSN and WSN data
flow and BWSN data flow.

massive-scale WSN, it is essential to upgrade the wireless
network structure. One of the best paths to achieve this is
to set up a distributed network with capabilities for ‘‘Peer-
to-Peer Networking (PPN), Disseminated File Distribut-
ing (DFS), and Independent Device Coordination (ADC)’’
operations [86].

Blockchain can take these three operations, enabling the
WSN to trace many linked and networked nodes. Blockchain
permits the WSN to execute transactions among the devices
in collaboration, improving the confidentiality, trustwor-
thiness, and reliability of WSN [87]. Also, peer-to-peer
communication is permitted in a quicker route via the assis-
tance of the distributed ledger, as displayed in Figure 3. The
information flow pattern in BWSNs is dissimilar from sheer
WSNs [88], whereby the distributed ledgers do not allow
wrong authentications or misinterpretation in the information
in the former. With the integration of blockchain in WSNs,
information flow becomes safer and more trustworthy.

Blockchain technology has the following benefits for
massive-scale WSNs: it allows for peer-to-peer communica-
tion opportunities; information is tamper-proof by design; it
is extremely trustworthy and robust, possesses a record of
historical transactions, and can hide private information; it
permits self-directed processes via smart contracts and a dis-
seminated file distribution system while eliminating depen-
dence on a single authority, and it can be used to reduce costs
and speed up transactions.

B. APPLICATIONS OF BLOCKCHAIN-BASED WIRELESS
SENSOR NETWORKS
Table 4 demonstrates the application of WSN using
blockchain [89].

IV. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
MALICIOUS NODE DETECTION
This section presents the BWSN architecture for the detec-
tion of malicious nodes. It also outlines smart contract-based
malicious node detection.
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TABLE 4. Sector-Wise applications and uses for blockchain-based sensor
networks.

A. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
ARCHITECTURE FOR DETECTION OF MALICIOUS NODES
The transition from a regular WSN to a BWSN is illus-
trated in Figure 4. As demonstrated in the first part of the
figure, the regular WSN include the network controller, sen-
sor nodes, and sink nodes [93]. The sensors perceive the
desired indicators in their immediate environment in real-
time and churn out useful monitoring information. Sensors
forward the information to the associated sink nodes through
the cellular link. The sink nodes collate the information sent
by the sensor in its range of coverage, examine the sensor
working condition in real-time, then forward the outcomes to
the network controller through the backhaul network link.

As displayed in the bottom half of Fig. 4, the underlying
structure of the WSN is adapted into the blockchain WSN,
which contains four main devices, namely the contract sup-
plying, CA, verification, and standard devices. The network
controller is the contract issuing device in charge of issuing
smart contracts. The sink nodes play the role of a verification
device and CA device together. The CA device gives identity
information based on the digital certificate to blockchain
community members and can create or cancel an identity
certificate of members.

The pre-chosen sink nodes are the verification device, pri-
marily responsible for obtaining the supervising information

gathered by the standard device, implementing the smart
contract, verifying the transaction information validity, and
updating and keeping the device information and the account
status in the blockchain. Along with these, a piece of code,
namely a smart contract, is organized on the distributed ledger
that can manage the obtained exterior data. Specifically,
the creation of all blocks is decided by pre-chosen devices and
saved in a malicious node detection blockchain, Cmndb. The
sensors are ordinary devices that merely upload the gathered
supervising information.

Accordingly, the WSN whole structure can be mapped
into the network of group blockchains for malicious nodes
detection [94] in the blockchain network, which is formalized
as follows: BWSN is a set of 8 tuples (N9C, sn, Sensor,
Cmndb, T, SC,β, α), as shown in Table 5.

FIGURE 4. Blockchain-Based wireless sensor network structure for
malicious nodes detection.

TABLE 5. Blockchain-Based wireless sensor networks 8-tuple set.
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To further distinguish the Cmndb blockchain, this work
proposes block information using blockchain to detect the
malicious node (Cmndb−BDS). It is different from the
conventional wireless sensor networks, where discovery is
untraceable. Cmndb−BDS maintains information on every
transaction. The information structure is primarily separated
into two segments. First, the block’s header mainly includes
the value of the former block’s hash, where the hash value
is utilized to link the former block and fulfills the require-
ments of the reliability of the Cmndbblockchain. Conversely,
the body of the block includes the most critical data of the
device in the block, such as ID, location, state, Forward-
ing Rate (FR), Delayed Transmission (DT), NS, NF, and
Response Time (RT). These data are maintained mutually
with the hash value of the former block and the block hash
value formed by the random number.

Let D1 to Dn denote each node information gathered by
the node, the D1 node information hash pointer be denoted
by Hash1, and Hash12 denote the Hash1 + Hash2 hash
pointer. After The layer stack is appended, the unique Merkle
root is created [95], [96]. Cmndbdoes did not merely uti-
lize a ‘‘block + chain’’ chain information structure but,
instead, stores the data gathered by all blocks in a Merkle
Tree form [97]–[99] organized by a hash pointer. The block
hash pointer is likely to change once the information of any
block is altered, guaranteeing that the information cannot
tamper. Additionally, based on the structure of the informa-
tion of Cmndb−BDS, the information is stored in numerous
nodes within the overall WSN to decrease the possibility of
malicious manipulation, check fairness and protection, and
enhance the discovery execution convenience.

B. MALICIOUS NODE DETECTION USING SMART
CONTRACT
A smart contract is a programming code piece organized on
a distributed ledger [60], managing the obtained data. The
Cmndb blockchain leverages a smart contract platform [100]
offered by Decentralized Application to raise its operability
and flexibility.

The malicious sensor node discovery blockchain smart
contract (Cmndb−SC) proposed in this survey includes the
following relations [101]:

Cmndb-SC D (NC,sensor,sn,η, δ,QM,Cmndb - BDS)
Here,

• NC is the Cmndb−SC publisher.
• Sn is the node of aggregation, which the NC authorizes
to vote.

• η is the node’s reputation.
• δ is the indicator of malicious node assessment, which
has FR, DT, and RT.

• QM is the positioning technique of WSNs.
• Cmndb−BDS is the Cmndb information structure.

To use a smart contract to detect malicious devices, the appro-
priate steps are given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1Malicious Node Detection in Smart Contract
Input : Cmndb, Cmndb-SC, NC, sn, η, δ, QM, Cmndb - BDS

Output : Detected Malicious Nodes
Step 1 : NC provides Cmndb−SC to the whole network
Step 2 : NC authorizes sn to turn into a Cmndb−SC voter.
Step 3 : Sn situates the whole node in QM; therefore, the sensor ID

and position are in one to one connection, then an entire node
location list (NLL) is got.

Step 4 : Sn decides the sensor condition used in real circumstances.
Step 5 : Below the executing sensor condition, the gathered node data

is computed to get the equivalent RT, FR, and DT.
Step 6 : Broadcast the RT, FR, and DT values to the Node Commu-

nication Quality (NCQ) purpose and compute the value of
NCQ.

Step 7 : Compute the equivalent number of successful communica-
tions NS and number of failed communications NF values
along with the NCQ value.

Step 8 : Compute the η value.
Step 9 : Using the computed η, sn utilizes theVote()function to choose

the malicious node ID. The Vote()function is separated into
three segments: First, along with the real scene, set a suitable
threshold of voting (TV), Followed by, sn decide the η range
of everything in the coverage region sensors.

if η > TV then
node is malicious

else
node is normal

Lastly, the malicious node ID cast.
Step 10 : Along with the cast ID, appear in the NLL and detect the

equivalent location of the node.

V. BLOCKCHAIN FOR WSN DATA MANAGEMENT
In the WSN, data management involves online informa-
tion aggregation and includes auditing, event logs, stor-
age for information analysis and offline query processing.
Therefore, information management schemes are required to
encompass these features and handle abstract multifaceted
queries for high-level WSN applications [102]. In numerous
WSN structures, information query processing is completed
through a middleware layer between the application and
network [103]. Because multiple WSN application domains
are time-critical, WSN information management schemes
must be time-conscious, despite the limited abilities of WSN
nodes.

A. CONVENTIONAL WSN SOLUTIONS FOR DATA
MANAGEMENT
In this subsection, several of the solutions for information
management based on the WSN structure are reviewed.
The instances where blockchain applications can give the
information management service needed by the WSN are
emphasized.

Solutions for data management using the WSN structure
are typically decided during its development. In conven-
tional WSNs, information is managed in a centralized style.
Centralized solutions using the recent WSN structure range
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from service-oriented [104] to data-oriented [105] meth-
ods with the capacity for managing an enormous quantity
of information [106] and the mobility of WSN informa-
tion [107]. Despite their advantages, the difficulties observed
in these centralized methods are that they do not concurrently
give assurances for information accuracy and confidence in
managing heterogeneous WSN information. Solutions for
information management using the framework of Frequently
Updated Time stamped and Structured (FUTS) [108] man-
ages time stamping for information generation events but
are deeply centralized. The general common feature of these
solutions for information management is that they lack inher-
ent features that give a layer of security and confidence
crucial in WSN information management.

Several other solutions for information management in
the conventional WSN structure utilize a partly decentral-
ized method with distributed database services clusters. For
example, Xiao et al. [109] employed the NoSQL database
to save heterogeneous WSN information for various WSN
information queries. As a related method in using distributed
storage, another study [110] utilized an HDFS cluster that
increased the scalability of WSN information management.
However, the HDFS cluster does not give assurances of
being tamper-proof. Onemore partially decentralizedmethod
with related faults is utilizing sub-servers to allow greater
scalability [111].

Table 6 presents Data Management Solutions with a con-
ventional WSN Infrastructure. Though these solutions tackle
the centralized information management systems bottleneck,
they do not accommodate large-scale traffic, which is obtain-
able with a blockchain network; thus, the authors do not
assure creditability in WSN information management. The
table shows that the informationmanagement structures guar-
antee information truthfulness and cater to the heterogeneity
of WSN information.

B. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED WSN SOLUTIONS FOR DATA
MANAGEMENT
Although scalability and latency remain a direct challenge
for information storage with blockchains, information man-
agement frameworks for WSN using blockchains have the
advantages of wide imposed information credibility and non-
reliance on semantics to loggingWSN information formation
actions. With distributed storage methods, like interplane-
tary File Systems (IPFS), executed along with blockchains,
the WSN bulk information can be saved off-chain while
keeping immutable logs and linked to the information inside
the blockchain. Blockchain-based solutions are visualized to
be at the least partly distributed. TheWSN information of the
user is maintained safe and private, exclusive of third-party
interference for service provision.

In the literature, numerous works leverage the essential
features of blockchain to enhance information manage-
ment for the WSN. For instance, the study [112] lever-
aged the auditability and immutability of blockchain records

TABLE 6. Solutions for data management with conventional WSN
structure.
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for saving gathered information from drones based on
general cloud service. Although the information storage
itself can be decentralized, based on a distributed database,
the blockchain’s essential benefit is tamper-proofing and
information integrity.

Olivera et al. [114] proposed a structure for saving medi-
cal records using blockchain exclusively for keeping reports
and inquiries while employing available WSN informa-
tion storage methods for hosting WSN information. The
author’s proposed solution is built in three stages: (i) off-
chain based cloud information storage on Decentralized Hash
Tables (DHT); (ii) blockchain-based method for the WSN
information access control saved in the DHT [113], and
(iii) the WSN edge devices. DHT devices request the
blockchain for its benefits when it requests information.
Methods that maintain the storage off-chain significantly
decrease the storage needs of the nodes that keep all the
blockchain copies. In the same way, [72] blockchain records
leverage auditability to improve the distribution of saved
information without authorizing intermediaries.

Off-chain storage with related solutions has shown promis-
ing for a distributed information management method in
the WSN. For instance, a cloud blockchain with a multi-
tiered structure was proposed to store WSN information [42].
In this reference, private blockchains linked to a cover public
blockchain utilize cloud-based solutions for saving and rec-
ollecting blocks. The proposed structure in [115] utilizes the
IPFS distributed storage method to protectWSN information,
while the hashes of saved files of IPFS are stored in the
blockchain. The IPFS files are blocked based on the file hash
itself, therefore guaranteeing the integrity of the information.

Lu et al. [116] introduced FairAccess, a multi-layered
framework that concentrates on confidentiality, dependabil-
ity, and integrity, as a blockchain-enabled WSN structure.
FairAccess has definitions of the transaction for allowing and
withdrawing user WSN information for decentralized access
control. FairAccess appends an individual storage layer for
storage, where information is saved in off-chain decentralized
storage systems.

Doku and Rawat [117] proposed Pledge, which uses a
node’s network operational DecentralizedHash Tables (DHT)
for saving WSN information in the off-chain storage space.
The information is accessible by the blockchain through
access control policies, which are written in the blockchain.
The dissimilarity between Pledge and FairAccess is a pair of
key-values, where the user ID denotes the key, and the value
indicates the encrypted information chunk [72].

Xu et al. [118] offered a blockchain-based storage system
named Sapphire for the analytics of WSN with smart con-
tracts. Information from WSN nodes is saved as attributes
with objects that can be queried to examine application infor-
mation. In terms of improvement, Sapphire offers up-to-date
analytics on WSN information without a widespread WSN
information transfer. For various WSN devices (light, regu-
lar and super), Sapphire has numerous roles that categorize
devices using their restrictions and capacities.

Aslam and Javaid [119] proposed the Ethereum blockchain
for safely transmitting WSN information saved in Ora-
clize, recollecting that WSN information from Oraclize
through Ethereum blockchain broker accounts requires extra
transaction costs. Powered by blockchain, CSIRO Australia
Researchers offered an information credibility service [52]
that confirms the WSN information integrity. Table 7 shows
the blockchain-based WSN Solutions for Data Management.

TABLE 7. Blockchain-Based WSN solutions for data management.

The startup Datum provides a NoSQL database-based plat-
form trained by a blockchain ledger, which supports the high-
performance information management of the WSN. Datum
uses the BigchainDB and disseminated storage platforms,
IPFS and Ethereum smart contracts for programmable logic.
The platform aims to send protected and unknown storage
of prearranged information from social networks and a WSN
device, for example, wearables and smart homes [120], to the
storage platforms. For decentralized blockchain-based meth-
ods, this study offers solutions that contain high through-
put record maintenance in a private blockchain and insights
into how blockchain can be applied to check informa-
tion integrity and transparency in applications that require
auditable records.
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VI. BLOCKCHAIN FOR WSN SECURITY MANAGEMENT
This section examines the security risks faced by the central-
ized WSN structure and how this study leverages the security
advantages of a blockchain-based WSN to decentralize the
WSN.

A. SECURITY PROBLEMS OF CENTRALIZED WSN MODELS
The security challenges of the WSN arise from its continu-
ously expanding edge [121]. In a WSN, devices at the edge
are possible breakdown points where attacks like Distributed
Denial-of-Service (DDoS) could be established [122], [123].
At the WSN edge, infected nodes could collaborate to crash
theWSN service provision, as observed in the botnet attack in
August 2016 [124]. In the latest attack, theMirai botnet devel-
oped and raised the most potent attack in opposition to WSN
security by compromising the WSN nodes and creating mali-
cious traffic in the order of Tbps [124]. Subsequently, after the
Mirai botnet source code was openly released, an abundance
of attacks followed, the most notable is October 2016 attack,
which brought down numerous standard websites for many
hours.

Another threat to the service availability of WSN arises
from its centralized configuration [125]. A central point of
failure is a risk to accessibility and authorization, and confi-
dentiality [126]. A centralized WSN does not offer built-in
measures to ensure that the provider will not abuse or tamper
with users’ WSN information. In a data-driven economy,
WSN privacy must be ensured [127]. WSNs must confront
these privacy attacks that arise from the spoofing of identity,
the examination of traffic and routing data, and attacks on reli-
ability assurance, such as the Byzantine routing data attack
and modification attacks [128].

Information reliability in a centralized WSN configu-
ration is challenging in applications where decisions are
based on the received information due to possible injec-
tion attacks, resulting in information modification, down-
time, and information stealing. Guaranteeing safety is vital
in applications where anticipated information automatically
initiates processes involving financial transactions. InWSNs,
new safety solutions employ third-party security services.
Using blockchain for safety policy enforcement and keeping
the WSN interactions in an openly auditable report, exclu-
sive of a third party, has proven extremely beneficial for
the WSN.

B. BLOCKCHAIN OFFERS SECURITY FOR WSN
With the merits of the decentralized infrastructure, fault-
tolerance, auditability, and in-built security in opposition to
DDoS attacks, blockchain has demonstrated safety benefits
in networks like Bitcoin. In public blockchains, the consen-
sus protocols are utilized and hinder malicious nodes from
launching a DoS attack; creating numerous void transactions
can incur huge transaction fees [129]. AWSN solution based
on blockchain beats fake verification since all node-published
transactions have addresses of the blockchains. Therefore,

blockchain can disrupt the WSN safety mechanism and gives
enhanced security solutions to the WSN stack.

1) Offering Access Control through Blockchain
Current research has observed numerous proposed solu-

tions to enforce Access Control policies in WSN with-
out depending on the third party’s service. Blockchain can
enhance the security infrastructure of available WSN; a solu-
tion like in [88] gives a protected public-key infrastructure
that is more fault-tolerant than the centralized solution.

Ding et al. [130] offered a framework of multi-layer
blockchain, where information records and access controls
are executed in individual layers. In this framework, the three
layers include i) a decentralized blockchain-based informa-
tion storage system where a user with a particular blockchain
can input their WSN information; ii) a stream of messaging
that allows negotiation among two parties; and iii) an access
control mechanism for contributors with varying roles. In the
blockchain, the information saved is encrypted, and only the
contributors with access benefits can decrypt it.

Another study proposed a related model for access con-
trol [122], where a WSN user can be allowed to access
or be blocked from protected WSN chunks of information
using operations written in smart contracts. Feng et al. [123]
utilized a blockchain to establish an access control mech-
anism for massive information. The authors utilized pro-
grammable smart contracts to inform authorization decisions
for user demands on enormous information. As another solu-
tion [130], the author utilized a local blockchain linked to
an open overlay blockchain, in which user privilege deci-
sions are saved inside the blockchain, making them openly
provable. Therefore, it is effortless to discover illegal user
attempts.

Naz et al. [131] outlined a scheme that controls access by
dropping any transaction that emerges from an unauthorized
user or eliminating the attacker from the blockchain network
altogether. The authors offer a comprehensive policy for
blockchain contribution to preventing the Sybil attack [132].
Al Breiki et al. [133] offered an access control resolution
based on blockchain for information saved in off-chain DHT.
The blockchain stores privilege for various users for the saved
information in DHT.

2)Maintaining InformationReliability throughBlockchain
To establish a modification attack in a WSN structure

enabled by blockchain, an attacker would try to change the
blockchain records or make a fake block in the blockchain.
This task is nearly impractical in blockchain open implemen-
tations, where the authoritative record of the blockchain is
maintained using distributed consensus. It creates a situation
for decentralizing the WSN access to the blockchain, while
inherent properties avoid attacks and compromise informa-
tion reliability [52].

Kandah et al. [136] utilized a multi-layer blockchain
framework to save pieces of WSN information in the cloud.
Fernández-Caramés and Fraga-Lamas [134] presented a
smart city solution [135] based on blockchain, where the
blockchain’s in-built immutability characteristics ensure the
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reliability of the saved information. The blockchain in this
solution utilizes hash [137] to record immutable saved infor-
mation pieces in the cloud. A similar study [131] utilized
the blockchain to put in IPFS file hashes that include WSN
information.

Yang et al. [138] proposed a mechanism for credibil-
ity assessment on blockchain-based Internet of Vehicles.
In [139], embedded WSN nodes obtain protected firmware
through a network of blockchain. The proposed system uti-
lizes peer-to-peer technology for sending updates of the
firmware and assures the reliability of the firmware set up
in the embedded nodes. Steger et al. [140] provided evidence
for the idea of a protected distribution of software updates on
the internet of vehicles, accessing the layered architecture of
blockchain for scalability. Correspondingly, Gai et al. [141]
utilized the blockchain to put software updates in a transac-
tion so that WSN nodes can obtain updates in a secure, peer-
to-peer style.

3) Guaranteeing Privacy through Blockchain
Blockchain has an inherent allowance for private or public

key pairs. Accordingly, blockchain-based applications have
confidentiality and authorization features, as the private key
issuers sign all transactions. Kim et al. [88] leveraged a Pub-
lic Key Infrastructure (PKI) based on blockchain for WSN
nodes control. The authors utilized a smart contract that
issued instructions to the WSN nodes for accessing their
blockchain addresses.

Alotaibi et al. [142] offered a privacy solution for smart
power grid transactions. The goal is not merely to maintain
the distributed data among two confidential parties but also to
conceal the power manufacturer’s identity [143]. The author
recommends creating and changing blockchain addresses for
the power manufacturers to conceal the manufacturer’s iden-
tity in totality.

Lee et al. [144] utilized a blockchain, Ethereum, to pre-
serve privacy among gateways of WSN. The WSN gate-
ways are configured to control Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
devices like smart factories and wearable devices. The gate-
way keeps virtual nodes’ data and all communications with
the WSN in secret signatures. A multi-layer solution similar
to [130] maintains access control policies inside the header
of the blockchain. However, each user with user privilege
obtains encrypted pieces of information from the off-chain
information storage method.

Reference [131] provides a related multilayer resolution
that utilizes IPFS as the off-chain storage method. Each time
an information petitioner is permitted access to WSN infor-
mation saved in IPFS files, the authors provide the keys to
use the files. The keys encrypt the petitioners’ public key
access that only the petitioner can decrypt; therefore, privacy
is ensured by accessing blockchain-based PKI.

4) Developing WSN Availability through blockchain
In the WSN, the proposed blockchain-based solutions for

security enhance availability by the properties of decentral-
ization inbuilt in Blockchain. An off-chain storage solution
enhances the availability of communications records [145],

but the saved information availability is dependent on the off-
chain storage methods utilized. At this point, several distinc-
tive proposed solutions that contribute to WSN availability
are examined.

Hammi et al. [146] proposed a mechanism for autho-
rization based on blockchain for the WSN using a higher
degree of aliveness because of the in-built characteristics
of blockchains, coupled with the OSCAR (Object Security
Architecture) [130] form for security. Kandah et al. [136]
proposed a multi-tiered blockchain resolution to manage
safety problems with resource-constrained WSN nodes.

Naz et al. [131] utilized a blockchain method with a multi-
tiered framework in addition to a smart contract to provide
access control functions. For the storage of WSN informa-
tion, the authors employed off-chain storage, namely IPFS.
In supply chain and logistics use cases, blockchain can give
protected logistics data to clients [147].

Table 8 shows the general areas of WSN security through
blockchain, including access control, information reliabil-
ity, availability, privacy, and protected software update
dissemination.

VII. COMPARISONS WITH PREVIOUS PUBLISHED
WORKS
This paper introduces a review of blockchain technology and
its integration with conventional WSNs, or blockchain-based
wireless sensor networks (BWSNs). This work provides a
review of malicious node detection processes and implemen-
tation of WSNs and demonstration of node data, including its
verification and detection. Furthermore, this survey discusses
specific applications, particularly in access control, and out-
lines the limitations of BWSNs.

There are several published papers on the use of blockchain
in WSNs. For instance, Buldin et al. [149] presented a study
on the trends of blockchain-based WSNs for industrial
applications, which allow the transmission and recording
of information obtainable with the blockchain model, guar-
anteeing immutability of the information and utilization of
smart contracts.

For data provenance, Zeng et al. [150] proposed an energy-
efficient and secure data provenance scheme based on
blockchain. Data provenance is required to ensure that data
originating from a node has not been compromised along
the path through which it travels. Still, conventional data
provenance schemes involve many encodings and sometimes
compression, which can be heavy on an already constrained
network. In [150], source information is distributed across
devices according to the packet path, and the proof can
be recalled through the BS query execution. A supervi-
sory network based on edge devices, comprised of high-
performance devices, is organized near the Wireless Sensor
Network, maintaining the WSN’s provenance information in
a blockchain-based database. The authenticity and security of
the provenances are then secured.

Wang et al. [151] focused on blockchain-based informa-
tion collection and visualization in WSNs. Their study
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TABLE 8. WSN security methods based on blockchain. combined WSN sensing with the blockchain technique,
which handles all mobile databases as blocks. Each block
will first discover its limit of sensor information and then
concatenate it for other blocks and its individualmeasurement
information. In this scheme, each block device saves the sen-
sor information of thewholeWSN. The information uploaded
by these sensor devices is then visualized and analyzed.

Marchang et al. [152] proposed a routing protocol based
on a private communication blockchain framework for a real-
time high data sensing scenario. The proposed routing proto-
col, termed Load Balancing Multi-Hop (LBMH), improves
battery life by decreasing the overhead due to block updates.
However, the authors note that due to the local storage and
power of the sensor nodes, blockchain in WSNs may never
turn into a reality. On the other hand, Lazrag et al. [153]
suggested a routing protocol based on a blockchain frame-
work and traffic load balancing technique that also reduces
interference in WSNs and IoT. It is assumed that the network
nodes sense several events, creating massive information that
is, of necessity, held over many packets. They introduced
a routing protocol that utilizes blockchain technology to
provide a distributed memory among the network’s nodes,
showing the practicability of the scheme.

Kumar and Paris [154] presented a blockchain-based deter-
ministic filtering scheme that seeks to sieve out fabricated or
false data injected by an adversary at the intermediate nodes
in terms of malicious node detection. While the proposed
scheme decreases the storage and communication overhead
due to security keys, as it obviates the need for key inter-
change among sensor devices, malicious attacks can be so
overwhelming that they drain the network’s energy as the
nodes are not isolated. Furthermore, the scheme’s success is
contingent on the immunity of the intermediary forwarding
nodes to attack.

None of the previous studies focused on blockchain inte-
gration in WSNs, which promoted this study. This paper
outlines a broader picture of the position, including the pos-
sibilities and challenges of the blockchain technology in
WSNs’ data management and security viz. malicious node
data detection. Table 9 summarizes a variety of existingworks
based on the integration of blockchain with WSNs. Overall,
an exhaustive survey of the current works is presented with a
discourse about the varied profits and challenges associated
with blockchain execution in WSN.

VIII. LESSONS LEARNED
A deep understanding of the blockchain-based approach to
malicious node detection arrives through this survey. More-
over, an exhaustive study of the integration of blockchain
techniques with WSN, termed BWSN, provides This various
insights into blockchain-based wireless sensor networks. The
ideas examined here introduce a new perspective to view
BWSN architecture for malicious nodes discovery. Also, this
survey contributes to blockchain-based WSN solutions for
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TABLE 9. Recent articles on blockchain-based WSN.

data management, drawing upon several lessons, including,
but are not limited to, the following.

i. Blockchain in Networks and IoTs: Experimental evalua-
tion of blockchain in wireless sensor networks is currently an
issue for further research because the available experimental
results appear one-sided and not generic. For such networks
and systems utilizing IoTs, enhancing the working algorithms
is a key requirement to achieve the desired privacy protection.
In blockchain applications in vehicular networks, current
branching techniques are restricted by many duplicate SCs
embedded in blocks. It indicates that increasing the load on
the network will lead to a rapid increase in the number of
duplicate SCs per block. In addition to this, the duplicate SCs
lodged in blocks often lead to wasted processing power and
storage. It opens up new research on enhancing the storage
and processing capabilities of the blockchain systems applied
in vehicular networks. In terms of blockchain applications
in IoTs, most algorithms presented in the existing literature
do not achieve the desired level of performance, especially
for the single management hub scenario. Toward this end,
some authors have proposed improved system models to
utilise cache memory at edge nodes efficiently. However,
some of these schemes only ensure the privacy and protection
of IoT data but fail to guarantee the privacy and protection of
users [158]. It would be interesting to conduct cutting edge
research in this domain to improve the privacy and protection
of network users.

ii. Blockchain-Based Storage Requirements: In most of
the existing schemes, each node stores a distinct encoded
packet, such that the errors in the single node can be easily
propagated to a large area. It disproves the validity of the
assumption that the adversary cannot compromise more than
half of the blockchain’s resources in the blockchain. To this
end, the trade-off between storage efficiency and the capacity
of the packet would require further investigation. Further, less
space is required in storage for most practical application

scenarios of wireless sensor networks. The normal sensor
nodes or the cluster heads do not require storage except for
buffering, as the normal sensor nodes do not require much
storage space for queuing. However, robust permanent stor-
age for maintaining the blocks is a key requirement worthy
of further investigation in blockchain technology. Regarding
battery life expectancy, the amount of energy consumed is
huge for the Gateway/Sink, cluster heads and potential cluster
heads when blockchain technology is adopted. In wireless
sensor nodes, energy consumption is derived when the sensor
network is in the activation mode using only two active
sensor nodes, yielding about 100 bytes per packet at a con-
stant rate. Therefore, blockchain applications will exhaust
the limited, constrained bandwidth and limited battery life,
yet this requires further research. Last, in blockchain tech-
nology in Ethereum networks, gas is a special unit applied
to determine how much work action or a series of actions a
miner performs. It is derived from the number of computer
instructions executed by the Ethereum transaction, and the
instability in the gas does not appear to vary greatly [159].
However, an Ethereum platform trading or contract execution
of every operation needs a certain amount of gas, and the
cost of the gas is dependent on the computational resource’s
requirements. In this case, to pay the blockchain miner, the
gas will be converted into the equivalent ether currency.
Therefore, the energy consumption problem is still an open
issue that needs to be investigated.

iii. Blockchain-Based Data Sharing: Blockchain has the
potential of incurring huge computational overhead. Mining
is performed on both DataChain and BehaviorChain. Also,
some methods proposed in the literature lack the relevant
incentive mechanisms to reward ethers or tokens whenever
the new dataset is made available to encourage the partici-
pants to stay in line with the specified terms. In most cases,
the strategies to prevent several attacks in overlay networks
require a huge community of research and development.
For example, data are stored on the database in healthcare
systems, and latency overhead becomes a huge concern.
In particular, fine-grained access control is usually not pro-
vided to a client for data sharing. In most cases, a patient’s
manual approval is requested each time data are accessed.
It results in a huge overhead of operation and undesirable
latency in data access for the requester. Healthcare providers
are compelled to manually upload data on directory and
blockchain networks, resulting in inefficient operations. The
need to conduct further research in this domain becomes
imperative.

iv. Blockchain-BasedKey Parameters Analyses: The appli-
cation of blockchain technology’s decentralised storage fea-
ture helps distribute the workload to the network, thereby
enhancing the formation of a chain structure chronologically.
However, such systems still require robust research and devel-
opment efforts to improve the distribution of the workload.
Also, a smart contract is usually added to the blockchain in the
form of a digitized code. The smart contract code starts auto-
matically when the contract trigger criteria are reasonably
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satisfied. Again, the loss of information asymmetry, resulting
from the time difference in the entire wireless sensor network,
could be mitigated by authenticating the malicious sensor
node and recording it in the blockchain network in time [158].
However, model security in most blockchain-based security
systems still poses a major threat that necessitates further
investigation. Moreover, applying a distributed chained data
structure to trace sensor node information recorded in each
block on the chain to be independent of the previous block
is still an open issue. The previous information in the block
usually affects the node information of the next block in direct
proportion. Therefore, the complexity lies in attempting to
tamper with the past sensor data. In this scenario, the local
data recorded by the sensor node would require over a 50%
change in the previous data, which can be very expensive in
terms of computational complexity.

A. LIMITATIONS OF BWSN
Note that BWSN has the following limitations:

1) It involves massive energy expenditure as each transac-
tion needs powerful hardware resources.

2) Scalability is a key limitation of BWSN. It is because
authentication of transactions by most nodes takes
some time for verification.

3) Another drawback of BWSN is the complexity of the
blockchain and the need for a comprehensive node’s
network.

4) Privacy protection is another major challenge ahead of
BWSN.

IX. CONCLUSION
This paper discussed recent trends in blockchain technology,
focusing on recent studies on blockchain-based wireless sen-
sor networks (BWSNs). The survey outlines the key features
of blockchain technology as a distributed ledger with verified
and unchanged transaction records. It achieves immutability
through a distributed consensus mechanism. Voted consensus
results will be stored in distributed blockchains. However,
in BWSNs, some important protocols for malicious node
detection generally adopt a once-time centralized routing
procedure, making the original information irreversible, chal-
lenging the reproduction and verification of the execution and
preventing complications. Furthermore, the paper discusses
the benefits of smart contracts that enhance blockchain and
the greater number of BWSN nodes for malicious node detec-
tion and localization. Finally, the paper provides key lessons
on blockchain-based applications in networks and IoTs, data
sharing, storage requirements, malicious node detection, and
data security. In the future, Blockchain will be able to inte-
grate with other popular networks such as the Internet of
Things, Mobile Adhoc Network, Vehicle Adhoc Network,
Cloud Computing and so on.
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